Bernice Eisenstein examines her identity as a second generation survivor, tells stories about her parents, and depicts the community of survivors in Toronto. Eisenstein's memoir is most often described as a graphic novel. However, the book is a specific combination of words and drawings, and can be hard to categorize. In my paper I focus on Eisenstein's complex relationship with her father presented in the novel, and argue that the way she writes about him and draws him is anchored in his unsaid Holocaust experience. I read Eisenstein's portrayal of her father in reference to the concept of postmemory, and suggest that Eisenstein was heavily affected by her father's experience of being a Holocaust survivor. Her deep connection to the past is demonstrated in I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors through drawings, selected memories, and references to numerous works of culture. I discuss how Eisenstein draws her father and how she commemorates him in images -not as a victim, but as extremely strong personas: movie star, gangster or sheriff. I analyze the role of shtetl culture in the memoir as another way of linking present with past. I suggest that the books and movies about the Holocaust which Eisenstein references in the memoir create a basis for changing the confusing, or even unexpressed traumas, into an understandable story.
Introduction
In the graphic memoir I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors Bernice Eisenstein examines her identity as a second generation survivor. The choice of the medium of comics to explore Holocaustrelated issues is not new: the most prominent example is, of course, Art Spiegelman's Maus (1991).
Yet Eisenstein manages to tell her family's story without providing a detailed account of her parents' experience of living in Auschwitz. Instead, she focuses on the difficulties of growing up, her complicated relationship with her father, and depicts the community of survivors in Toronto. In her intertextual and complex narrative, Eisenstein often references various works of art, literature, and popular culture. The difficult to categorize medium of the illustrated memoir or graphic nov-10.15290/cr.2016.14.3.06 el, as well as the dreamy, ghost-like illustrations, help to create a very original vision. Eisenstein's work not only focuses on the trauma of the Holocaust, but on the ways of sharing and transferring the memory of these events.
The book, divided into eleven thematic chapters, is a non-linear narrative about different aspects of being a Holocaust survivor, as well as a reflection on how memory works. Memories are focused on certain images, and necessitate work to shape them into a narrative. Scott McCloud describes a similar phenomenon -closure -in comics, defining it as "observing the parts but perceiving the whole" (63), and adds that specifically in this medium "the audience is a willing and conscious collaborator" (65). In I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors the form of the memoir -that is the unique juxtaposition of verbal and graphic -is as important as its content. Eisenstein states herself: " [t] here is no center to be found in memory, but each place holds its heartbeat" (83). The non-linear order is well justified, since Eisenstein's main focus is how her parents' experiences have impacted on her life, and therefore: how the past influences the present. Miriam Harris suggests that rejection of linearity serves as a way of giving the past a specific dimension: "to transform this haunting world of the past into a more tangible state, and thereby to banish what is mythlike and ghostly, Eisenstein collapses the linearity of time" (131). Rejecting chronology gives Eisenstein freedom to focus on those aspects of the story which for her are the most significant. In I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors she describes her relationship with her parents, who were born in Poland, met in Auschwitz, and then emigrated to Canada. In the memoir she analyzes more closely her relations with her father (who was unable to speak about his experience), than with her mother. 10 Ben as a powerful animal -a panther -to demonstrate his strength and dominance. The animal is no longer a metaphor of a monster or a rodent, but a source of power.
On the following pages Eisenstein draws her father as extremely elegant, looking somewhere far away -it is probably one of the most thorough drawings in the memoir. This portrait follows a detailed description of Ben: Eisenstein writes with true admiration and fondness that "his thick black hair was always swept back dramatically" (30), and "there was always a ferocity in his gaze, luminous throughout and invisible darkness" (31). She describes him with awe and fascination. In one of the first drawings of Eisenstein's parents the reader sees them fully dressed up: Regina is wearing a black dress with a small hand-bag, and Ben is in a suit with a hat. On the previous page, Eisenstein states about her father: "I searched to find his face among those documented photographs of survivors of Auschwitz … if I could see him staring out through the barbed wire" (16).
The contrast between the referenced image of concentration camps and the somehow glamorous illustration on the following page is striking. These are the parents Eisenstein knows and remembers, not people from the photographs she is looking for. Although a large part of her memoir is devoted to examining her father's past and its influence, it is not apparent in the visual dimen- Eisenstein's persistence in searching for Ben's face among photographs from the Holocaust suggests that for her it could be highly symbolic. She bases her narrative on numerous testimonies, yet in none of them can she find her father.
In Prosthetic Memory Alison Landsberg discusses the structure and function of collective and individual memory in the age of mass culture. She claims that prosthetic memories "originate outside a person's lived experience and yet are taken on and worn by that person through mass cultural technologies of memory" and "develop after an encounter with a mass cultural representation of the past, when new images and ideas come into contact with a person's own archive of experience" (Landsberg, 19 "the dynamics between children and survivor parents is rather defined by dis-connection, hence dis-continuity: disconnection is not an emotional, personal sense, but in terms of intelligibility" (488). In his definition -in contrast to Hirsch's -the emphasis is put on the incapacity to connect with parents and create an understandable narrative of their experience. Eisenstein's efforts to see her parents' faces among the photos of survivors, to discuss with her father his trauma, to watch movies about the Holocaust, then to examine how it affected her identity, are all attempts to create a comprehensive narrative. Her incomprehension of her father's past is what brings her closer and closer to him.
Concluding remarks
In the memoir Eisenstein examines how her parents' trauma has been passed on to her, and how her identity was shaped by her parents' experience of the Holocaust. Efraim Sicher argues that "second-generation writing … is breaking away from all master narratives to focus on personal memory. … There can indeed be no future without the past, but, when remembrance relies on imagination to give it meaning, one must be aware of the risks that are involved" (84 generation's disconnection with their parents' past: "the more children feel disconnected from the past of their survivor parents -the less they are able to understand it -the deeper they feel personally connected to them or the more they need that connection" (van Alphen, 488 Ben's untold stories create the basis for the development of Eisenstein's identity. She commits large part of her life to grasp his pain, with the hope that it would be helpful both for her, and him.
Hirsch stresses that the children of the Holocaust survivors grow up wanting to help -Eisenstein revisions this naïve wish. Her unfeasible quest for a coherent narrative and ultimate truth about her father's experience of the Holocaust is supposed to improve their relationship. She has to accept that it is a futile wish, but in the meantime Eisenstein gains something different -she is able to redefine her needs and explore her relationship with Ben from a new perspective.
